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Abstract

A problem with current database technology is its inability to represent complex relationships
in a declarative form. Data models which can naturally represent complex structure must be able
to describe a domain in a exible and accurate manner. The relational data model has inexible
requirements for join tables and object-oriented databases emphasize behavior over representing
structural information which can require that some structural relationships be developed in an ad
hoc manner. This prevents e�ective querying on the relationships in domains which have a complex
structure.

We formalize graphs as a graph logic and implement a persistent graph logic programming
language which presents the graphs in both graph-theoretic and logical terms. Persistent graph
logic programs can be used to de�ne databases for graph-based data, such as geographic information
systems, computer aided design applications and scienti�c databases for molecular biology. We
have developed a new algorithm called graph querying which retrieves all graphs from a data store
which match a partial speci�cation as expressed in graph logic. The graph query algorithm is used
to retrieve graphs from the database both as an interface to applications and for ad hoc queries.
Application programs use graph logic programs to de�ne and retrieve graphs from the database,
and queries are de�ned in terms of user-speci�ed graphs. The advantage of this approach is that
the same graph-theoretic formalism is used for de�ning and retrieving graphs which increases the
query capability of the database.
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1 Introduction

A problem with current database technology is its inability to represent complex relationships

in a declarative form. Data models which can naturally represent complex structure must be able

to describe a domain in a exible and accurate manner. The relational data model has inexible

requirements for join tables and object-oriented databases emphasize behavior over representing

structural information which can require that some structural relationships be developed in an ad

hoc manner. This prevents e�ective querying on the relationships in domains which have a complex

structure.

How can information with a complex structure be stored in a database?

Graphs are a good representation for domains with a complex structure, such as computer

aided design applications, geographic information systems, hypertext documents and biological

systems.

A graphical representation can be used to model the structure of the domain, and we have de-

�ned a persistent graph logic to store the domain structures. This graph logic forms the foundation

of a graph-theoretic data model.

What operations are necessary on graphical representations to make them appropriate for useful

databases?

It is important to be able to de�ne, manipulate, and retrieve graphs and to use graphs to

closely model the structural information in the domain.

Because manipulation operations can be de�ned in terms of building and retrieving graphs,

we will address the problem of developing a formal representation of graphs which is useful for

modeling domains with a complex structure and de�ning algorithms which create and query graphs

in a graph database.
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We have developed a graph querying algorithm which is useful for retrieving graphs from a

graph database. This has application in computational linguistics, object-oriented design, natural

language interfaces, problem solving and scienti�c databases. Some of these applications have been

described elsewhere [10, 9], but here we describe the algorithm and how it can be used to query

against a graph database. To make the description more concrete, examples are included from a

molecular biology database.

Graph logic programs can be used to de�ne graph-based databases, such as a scienti�c database

for molecular biology. The graph query algorithm is used to retrieve graphs from the database

both as an interface to applications and for ad hoc queries. Application programs use graph logic

programs to de�ne and retrieve graphs from the database, and queries are de�ned in terms of user-

speci�ed graphs. Graph logic programs which de�ne a query graph are passed to the query engine

and the engine returns all graphs in the data base which match. The advantage of using the same

graph-theoretic formalism for both de�ning and retrieving graphs is that the graph query algorithm

is complete in the sense that any relationship which exists between data items may be queried.

This is not true for most object-oriented databases or non-normalized relational databases.

2 Graph Logic Programming

We introduce a simple logic for labeled graphs in terms of vertices, edges, and labels and

implement that logic as a persistent logic programming language, which we call web. It is im-

portant that a logic programming language support the tasks for which it is intended. Most logic

programming languages are for general programming and thus use some form of uni�cation as the

processing engine. However, we wish to support the needs of database users which must store large

amounts of complex, graph-oriented data. For this reason, we have developed an algorithm for

graph querying which we use as the processing engine for web.
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Web uses a logic based on binary predicates to represent graph-like structures. The emphasis

on binary predicates is an old one which showed the relationship between semantic nets and

predicate logic then was quickly dropped in favor of n-ary predicates. However, there are four

advantages in returning to binary logic for graph databases. The �rst is that binary logic forms a

simple foundation which can be manipulated automatically. This is very important for extensibility.

The second advantage is its increased usefulness because of graphical workstations. Originally,

binary predicates were unwieldy because of the restriction to linear, text-based systems. This led

to the embrace of n-ary predicates, but now the user is not required to deal directly with binary

logic but can use it through the application interface. The third advantage is that binary predicates

can be treated as having di�erent representational foundations, such as attributes in semantic nets,

roles in frames, arcs in graphs, etc. The fourth advantage is the ease at which higher-order relations

can be represented as relationships between relationships.

Binary data models have been examined for semantic databases. One data model similar to

web is also one of the earliest: the semantic binary data model [1]. This model tried to have

a minimalistic set of primitive constructs from which to build more powerful structures. This

later led to the development of the NIAM (Nijssen Information Analysis Methodology) data model

[24] which has inuenced conceptual schemas in relational databases and led to the development

of other binary data models [14, 20, 21]. Binary formalisms have also been used in a graphical

framework for other databases [18, 11, 6]

In addition to de�ning attributes, web also allows for higher-order attributes, e.g. attributes

of attributes, and dynamic attributes whose values are calculated by user-de�ned functions. Be-

sides these generalizations of attributes, web also de�nes generalizations of \entities" by allowing

not only primitive entities, but encapsulated collections of entities and attributes and also dynamic
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entities whose reference may change. Encapsulated collections are useful for developing indepen-

dent sub-data stores which might contain contradictory knowledge. Dynamic entities are useful

for modeling change and parametrizing the data store; this is especially useful for problem solving

using hypothetical reasoning. Web is implemented as an embedded programming language in

approximately 3500 lines of Common Lisp.

To de�ne graph logic programs in web a function is created which builds new vertices in the

data store. We refer to these graph building programs as web constructors. For example, the web

constructor treenode creates a new vertex which is bound to the variable ?treenode and creates

the arcs left and right coming from it, then returns ?treenode as the result of the web program,

where ?hnamei denotes a variable.

?treenode

?left ?right

rightleft

This can be used to build binary trees where ?left and ?right are bound to either leaves or treenodes.

This is de�ned by

treenode(?left ; ?right) � [create ?treenode] (left ?treenode ?left)
(right ?treenode ?right) [return ?treenode]

The treenode web program is passed two arguments ?left and ?right . It creates a new vertex

in the graphical data store and binds it to the variable ?treenode. Then, arcs are created with

labels left and right which point to the vertices bound to ?left and ?right , respectively. The

vertex which was created and bound to ?treenode is returned as the value of the web program.

Now, we can de�ne the web constructor leaf, which creates a new vertex in the graph and

connects it to the constructor's one argument via a new arc called value. The constructor then

returns the vertex.
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?leaf

?x

value

This is de�ned by

leaf (?x) � [create ?leaf ] (value ?leaf ?x) [return ?leaf ]

These two constructors can be used to build tree-like structures in the web data store. We

now discuss more realistic applications for graph-based data.

3 Graph Based Domains

Di�erent languages may be used to describe domains. English (or another human language)

is often a natural way of describing a domain. Some scienti�c domains, such as physics, use

mathematics as a description language. For other domains, pictures and diagrams are useful. Here

we describe a method of using graphs to describe a domain in molecular biology, speci�cally genome

maps. The description of domains is an important issue for models of molecular biology because

of its revolutionary scienti�c growth and the speed at which data is being acquired.

Genome mapping is de�ned as determining the relative order and intervening distance of a

collection of markers. Markers have a physical location on a chromosome which can be identi�ed

by some laboratory procedure or whose pattern of inheritance can be followed. Genes are a type

of marker which is expressed as a speci�c functional product, usually a protein. Genome maps are

used to search for the location of genes which are associated with a genetic disease of unknown

origin. Finding the location of an associated gene may lead to discovering a protein (or proteins)
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whose defect is responsible for the disease. This discovery can lead to possible treatments and

cures for the disease.

The relationship between markers and genes may be diagrammed as a linear order on a

chromosome:

marker marker gene marker

Beginning with this illustrative diagram, we can analyze the genome mapping domain to create

domain models and represent the domain models as graphs. For example, markers and genes have

names which need to be included in a map:

marker

name

gene

name

marker

name

marker

name

D21S11 D21S1 APP D21S111

The markers and genes are also ordered in relationship to the physical center of the chromo-

some, called the centromere. The relationship of one marker being centromeric to another can also

be modeled.

marker

name

gene

name

marker

name

marker

name

D21S11 D21S1 APP D21S111

centromeric centromericcentromeric

Centromeric Telomeric

In addition, there is some distance on the chromosome which separates the markers. It is

important to represent the distance in the model, too:
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marker

name

gene

name

marker

name

marker

name

D21S11 D21S1 APP D21S111

centromeric centromericcentromeric

distance distance distance

9 cM

The process can continue to develop representations for distance and order relationships in

maps (as described in [8]), but graphs are also useful to describe data which does not have such an

obvious graphical presentation. The relationships in a map have a physical interpretation which can

be depicted graphically, but the abstract relationships which describe the properties of a marker

are also usefully described using graphs.

There are many types of markers that are useful in �nding the location of genes. One useful

type is the dinucleotide repeat marker. At many locations in the genome, two nucleotide bases,

such as CA, are repeated. The number of repeats can vary between people and the pattern of

inheritance of these di�erent alleles can be examined within a family to estimate how likely a

marker is to be inherited with a searched for gene. These probabilities can be used to estimate the

location of the gene with respect to other markers whose locations are known by converting the

probability to a distance using a mapping function [17].

One simple representation of a marker is:

name

marker

allele

location

type

allele

where we store information about the type of marker, its name and location on the chromosome.

We also have to store its set of alleles. For many markers, the di�erent alleles are determined by
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their sizes (number of nucleotide bases). The representation is roughly the relation:

marker(name; type; location ; set of alleles)

However, sometimes this de�nition is not su�cient. Occasionally, we need to know how

frequently an allele occurs in the population. Thus, we sometimes | but not always | need to

store and retrieve frequency information. To avoid redundancy and allow sharing of the information

in these two tasks, it is important that the two representations of marker overlap as much as

possible. These lead to a graphical representation such as:

name

marker

allele

location

type

allele

size frequency

allele

size frequency

allele

We can use this graphical representation for both relations by having two graph constructors

(or patterns) for alleles, only one of which makes use of the frequency. This allows for the sharing

of common information while allowing for variability to de�ne di�erent views of the data. These

graph constructors are de�ned by two web programs allele1 and allele2.

where allele1 is a web program which constructs the graph:

size
allele

and allele2 is a web program which constructs the graph:

size frequency

allele

Although it is useful to hide the allele frequencies, the importance of hiding unwanted infor-

mation in general becomes more clear when considering a more realistic de�nition of a marker,

such as MFD15 [25], as shown in Figure 1.
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name

Dnumber

repeat
  type

alleles

marker

variability
PIC

heterozygosity

variability

alleles

allele

predominant

allele

alleleallele

alleleallele

oligo

oligo2

oligo1

name

sequence
location

reference
    size

allele

number of alleles

smallest

largest

  map
position1

  map
position2

locus
range

reference
    sizeCEPH1331−01

     smaller

CEPH1331−01
     larger

CEPH1331−02
     larger

CEPH1331−02
     smaller

commentsprimers
PCR primers

Accession
  number

size

size

frequency

frequency
allele

frequency

size

reference

1530.32

0.12

0.01

169

0.91

0.81

x54562

17q12

17q11.2

MFD15

D17S250

Weber90

10

155

0.12

CA

allele
frequency

size151

0.05

165

0.16

157

allele
frequency

size
allele

0.04

161

size

frequency

159

0.08 allele
frequency

size

allele
163

0.05
frequency

size167

0.15 allele
frequency

size

allele
size

frequency

allele

allele
allele

allele

allele

Figure 1: A representation for the CA repeat marker MFD15.

Although this representation of marker can be made clear when examined in isolation, it is

important to realize that markers are not particularly useful in isolation but occur within complex

maps. In addition, there are many uses of markers, such as discovering new (more biologically

useful) markers or in testing people for unexpressed genetic disease. The complexity of the repre-

sentation and the multitude of uses requires that markers be viewed in many di�erent ways.

Because we must not only retrieve data using these di�ering views, but also de�ne and ma-

nipulate it, we cannot just hide data. We must de�ne graph abstractions which access each part

of the graph directly. This is set up by de�ning views on the graph data store [10].
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Abstractions, data constructors, and data types can be generated from a sketch as follows.

First, �nd the sections of the graph which are likely to be reused in a semantically meaningful

manner. From Figure 1, the six concepts involved are: marker, locus range, variability, allele set,

allele, and reference size. Each of these concepts are associated with a section of the graph. The

developer de�nes a graph constructor to build each section. This leads to the six graph constructors

which build the graphs as shown in Figure 2.

  map
position1

  map
position2

locus
range

wLocusRange:

allele

sizefrequency

wAllele:
reference
    size

CEPH1331−01
     smaller

CEPH1331−01
     larger

CEPH1331−02
     larger

CEPH1331−02
     smaller

wReferenceSize:

wVariability: PIC

heterozygosity

variability

wAlleleSet:

alleles

predominant

allele

reference
    size

number of alleles

(function)

smallest

largest

allele

wMarker1:
name

Dnumber

repeat
  type

alleles

markerreference

variability

location

PCR primers

Accession
  number

Figure 2: Abstractions for Genetic Markers

These graph constructors are used to build and retrieve graphs in a data store for markers.
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4 Graph Querying

Graph querying is used to retrieve data from the data store. This is useful both for general ad

hoc queries and in developing application programs. Because graphs in the web data store usually

contain more information than is associated with an individual constructor, graph querying is used

to retrieve only the necessary information. In the example of the section 2, graph querying is used

to obtain either the left and right or the leaf data value as appropriate.

In the genome map example of the previous section, the graph constructors for marker, locus

range, variability, allele set, allele1, allele2, and reference size can be used to build a de�nition

of a marker. The graphs of the same constructors can also be used to query against the data

store, for example to retrieve all markers on human chromosome 17 or to retrieve all markers with

heterozygosity > 0.7. In addition, new user-de�ned query graphs may be de�ned which overlap

di�erent graph constructors and contain only the relevant arcs, for example to retrieve all markers

on chromosome 17 which have heterozygosity > 0.6 and which have less than 7 alleles.

In this section, we give some related work and describe two algorithms which are similar to

the graph querying algorithm. We then present the algorithm by giving a simple abstract example

of how the algorithm works and describe the algorithm as a set of constraints. We then discuss

the complexity of the constraint-based algorithm and de�ne a result which shows the validity of

one form of query optimization.
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4.1 Related Work

Web has a graphical framework based upon semantic networks. It combines aspects of knowl-

edge representation languages [15], feature structures [13, 5],  -types [2] (which are a foundation

for terminological subsumption languages [4]), semantic data models [12, 19], and binary logic pro-

gramming [7, 3]. It also has aspects similar to Conceptual Graphs [23], but organizes higher-order

constructs di�erently. Most logic-based systems only consider �rst order predicate calculus as a

logical foundation. Web may be modeled as a higher-order predicate logic restricted to binary

predicates. One application of higher-order relationships is described in [8].

Web can be considered as an attributive description formalism [16]. Currently, there are two

predominant attributive description formalisms: terminological subsumption languages, which are

derived from KL-ONE [4], and feature structures, which evolved in computational linguistics [13,

5, 22]. These both have graph-based algorithms as their primary processing paradigms. Web

uses a relational approach to de�ning multi-valued attributes (similar to the binary roles of ter-

minological subsumption languages) but uses graph querying as the primary processing paradigm,

rather than classi�cation or graph uni�cation as used in terminological subsumption languages or

feature structures, respectively. Terminological reasoners classify a new de�nition into a hierarchy

of other de�nitions which tracks which concepts are implied by a de�nition. For example, in a

hierarchy containing the concepts: man, woman, parent, child, mother, and father, the de�nition

of a grandmother as a mother of a parent would automatically imply that all grandmothers are

women. Terminological subsumption languages are usually described as inference, but classi�ca-

tion can also be de�ned in terms of feature graphs. Feature languages use uni�cation to create a

new feature structure which contains all the information from two given feature structures, when

the two structures do not conict. For example, the de�nition of the words \red" and \ball"
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as an adjective describing the color red and the noun describing a physical sphere respectively

can be combined using the uni�cation operation to form a noun phrase denoting a red-colored,

spherical-shaped physical object.

Graph uni�cation, classi�cation, and graph querying are all related. Consider a partial order

on feature graphs hF ; <i which is de�ned by \graph subsumption" where we de�ne the ordering

with the more general (but less informative) concept as the greater one. The graph uni�cation

problem is: given x; y 2 F , �nd the most general uni�er z 2 F such that z < x and z < y, and

there are no (other) uni�ers z0 2 F such that z < z0. This is written x ^ y.

x y

z = x   y^

The classi�cation problem is: to compute the subsumption hierarchy of a set of terminological

de�nitions T � F . That is, given x 2 F , �nd the most speci�c Z � T such that x < zi; zi 2 Z.

x

. . .
z

1
z

3
z

2

. . .

The graph querying problem is: given x 2 F and a data store S � F , �nd the most general Z � S

such that zi < x; zi 2 Z.

x

. . .
z

1
z

3z
2

. . .

For example, consider the concrete relations of parent and gender. We can de�ne them as

attributes in the data store. Then, if we de�ne �ve instances in the set S :

(parent Fred Tom) (gender Tom male)
(parent Fred Mary) (gender Mary female)
(gender Fred male)
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we can query against the data store [query (parent Fred ?child)] which will return a binding of

?child to Tom and Mary. In this example, x is the feature graph (parent Fred ?child) amd the

solution set Z has two elements (parent Fred Tom) and (parent Fred Mary).

Web programs can also be used for querying, such as the web program father:

father(?dad ; ?kid) � (parent ?dad ?kid) (gender ?dad male) [return ?dad ]

When graph querying is given the graph pattern for father, it �nds the graphs

Mary

parent

Fred

male

gender

and

Tom

parent

Fred

male

gender

because these are the most general graphs in the data store which are more speci�c than the query

graph. The resulting answer is either the set of tuples ffather(Fred ;Tom); father(Fred ;Mary)g or

the set of node(s) fFredg, depending upon how the query was set up.

4.2 Initial Example

Now, we examine the graph query algorithm more closely.

For example, consider the (disconnected) graph:

a b

m
c d

e

m

m

n

which is de�ned by the set of sentences, with the predicates written in pre�x form:

(m a b)
(m c d)
(n c d)
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(m c e)

A query of the one-element sequence (m c ?x) against the graph would result in a binding of the

variable ?x to d and to e because (m c ?x) matches against (m c d) and (m c e). We write this as

a binding table:

?x

d
e

The query can also be more complex, and we allow for conjunction where the sentence �1 ^ �2

denotes that �1 and �2 must match with nonconicting variable bindings. The query (m ?x ?y) ^

(n ?w ?z) against the same graph would result in a binding table with two binding entries:

?x ?y

a b
c d
c e

?w ?z

c d

Now consider what should happen if the query also contains the conjunct (m ?x ?z), ie, it is

(m ?x ?y) ^ (n ?w ?z) ^ (m ?x ?z). We then want to query

a b

m

c d

e

m

m

n

?x ?y

m

?w ?z

n
m against

This would result in

  c, 
?x, ?w d, ?y, ?z

e

m

m

nor
  c, 
?x, ?w d, ?z

e, ?y

m

m

n
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which would be described by the following binding table (the order of the columns or rows is

irrelevant).

?w ?x ?y ?z

c c d d
c c e d

4.3 Graph Querying Algorithm

Graph querying is de�ned in web by the function query. The function query is best under-

stood as a series of computations where a set of constraints holds between each adjacent compu-

tation. The series begins with h�;B0i where � is a sentence in graph logic and B0 is an empty

collection of bindings. A sentence is an ordered conjunction of instantiated binary predicates.

The graph query algorithm is de�ned in terms of constraints on the binding tables which

hold as each conjunct in a sentence is processed. The algorithm uses a function llquery from

the persistent data store which returns all predicate instances in the data store which match the

parameterized conjunct given as an argument[10].

If � is a sentence with n conjuncts, consider the computation series B0�1B1�2B2 � � ��nBn

where �i is the i
th triad in �, and the �nal result (binding table) is given by Bn. The following

are true of each computation Bi�1�iBi:

1) If Bi�1 = :FAIL,

then Bi = :FAIL, thus Bi; : : : ; Bn = :FAIL and query(�) = :FAIL.

2) If �i has no variables,

a) If the result of �i is empty, i.e., there is no such conjunct in the data store llquery(�i) = ;,

then the query fails, i.e., Bi; : : : ; Bn = :FAIL.

b) If llquery(�i) 6= ;,
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then Bi = Bi�1 , i.e, the binding table remains unchanged.

3) If �i has one or two variables
1 and the conjunct matches no atomic sentence in the data store,

i.e. llquery(�i) = ;,

then the query fails.

4) If �i has one variable which does not already occur in Bi�1 , call it x,

then

Bi = Bi�1 [ f hx; llquery(�i)xi g

where llquery(�i)x denotes the values speci�ed by llquery(�i) for the variable x, and

h x; ft1; t2; : : :g i is the linear notation for a binding entry for x with values ft1; t2; : : :g.

5) If �i has one variable which does already occur in Bi�1, call it x,

then

Bi = ( Bi�1 � Bx
i�1 ) [ Bx

i�1 jx2llquery(�i)x

where Bx
i�1 denotes the binding entry for x (along with the binding for any other variables in

that entry). The notation hbinding entryi jhrestrictioni is a selection operation | select tuples

from Bx
i�1 where x 2 llquery(�i)x.

Example

Consider the query (m ?x ?y); (n ?x d) against the same graph as above (p. 16). This is

described by the computation series B0 (m ?x ?y) B1 (n ?x d) B2 . We unify

a b

m

c d

e

m

m

n

?x ?y

m

?x d

n
with

then

1
A query is not allowed to have three variables, because this would simply return the entire data store. This

restriction is removed in the implementation under certain useful conditions to further constrain the binding

tables.
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The �rst uni�cation yields the binding table B1 with one binding entry

?x ?y

a b
c d
c e

B?x
1 selects that binding entry. Since llquery(n; ?x; d) = (n c d), we select from B?x

1 the tuples

where the value of ?x is a member of llquery(n; ?x; d)?x = fcg. Thus,

B?x
1 j?x2llquery(n;?x;d)?x =

?x ?y

c d
c e

which is the only binding entry in B2 (the �nal result).

6) If �i has two variables, say x and y, neither of which occur in Bi�1,

then

Bi = Bi�1 [ f hxy; llquery(�i)xyi g

Example

As in the �rst step of the example immediately above where

B1 = B0 [ f h?x?y; f(a b); (c d); (c e)gi g

7) If �i has two variables, one of which occurs in Bi�1, say x, and the other does not, say y,

then

Bi = ( Bi�1 � Bx
i�1 ) [

h�
Bx
i�1 jx2llquery(�i)x

�
�

�
hxy; llquery(�i)xyi jx2Bx

i�1

�i

The new binding entry is the same as the old one cross the llquery result where the x's occur

in both the old binding entry and the query. This can be written as a natural join:

Bi = ( Bi�1 � Bx
i�1 ) [ ( Bx

i�1 ./ hxy; llquery(�i)xyi )
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8) If �i has two variables, say x and y, both of which occur in Bi�1 , and they are in the same

binding entry, i.e., Bx
i�1 = B

y

i�1 ,

then

Bi = B
xy

i�1 j(x y)2llquery(�i )xy

9) If �i has two variables, say x and y, each of which occur in Bi�1 , but in separate binding

entries, i.e., Bx
i�1 6= B

y
i�1 ,

then

Bi = ( Bi�1 � Bx
i�1 � B

y
i�1 ) [

�
( Bx

i�1 ./ hxy; llquery(�i)xyi ) ./ B
y
i�1

�

which is equivalent to

Bi = ( Bi�1 � Bx
i�1 � B

y
i�1 ) [

�
( Bx

i�1 � B
y
i�1 ) j(x y)2hxy;llquery(�i )xyi

�

Example

See above (p. 17) for the query (m ?x ?y); (n ?w ?z); (m ?x ?z).

4.4 Algorithm Complexity

Although more e�cient designs for the algorithm may be possible, it is also important to give

a rough estimate of run-time e�ciency of the graph querying algorithm as described above in terms

of constraints. The constraint-based algorithm presented is not particularly e�cient. In part, this

occurs because of the expressive nature of higher-order cyclic graphs, but it also occurs because

the algorithm closely matches the theoretical properties de�ned in the speci�cation of cases above.

More e�cient algorithms which are equivalent are possible and are being investigated.

Worst case performance occurs when the graph constructor is accessing a binary tree of totally

connected graphs (cliques). A cartesian product must be formed between each of the members of
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the cliques. This requires exponential space to calculate the full relation in terms of the queried

sequence. However, this is linear in terms of the result, and thus if the user wants the full relation,

this is the best any system can do. It is possible to get worst case performance in terms of the result

which requires exponential space by calculating the full relation, then throwing it away. However,

reordering (optimizing) the query sequence will eliminate this undesired performance and result

in O(n3) performance, where n is the length of the query sequence. This occurs with a highly

interconnected graph formed from the complement with respect to the data store of a set of almost

totally connected graphs, but this performance is linear with respect to the number of triads in

the data store. It is not known if there is a query which is worse than linear for both data store

size and query result.

These worst case graph constructors are fairly unrealistic, but they do demonstrate that poorer

performance should be expected with highly interconnected graphs. When optimizing queries it is

usually useful to place the triads in the query sequence which match the most triads in the data

store at the end of the sequence.

4.5 Query Optimization

To improve the performance of the query algorithm it is useful to perform optimizations on

the query. We show in this section that the graph data store built using web can be optimized by

re-ordering the conjuncts in the query. One useful optimization technique is to place the predicates

which are used the least at the beginning of the query.

A web is a tuple hm;N ;Pi

� m | the name of the web.

� N | a collection of nodes which are immediately de�ned and encapsulated by the web.
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� P | a collection of binary predicates which are immediately de�ned and encapsulated by the

web.

A (�rst-order) sentence in web is a conjunction of P �N �N .

A web data store is a collection of webs and sentences.

An edge-labeled graph G = (V;E; L) consists of a set of vertices V , edges E, and labels L,

where E � L � V � V . This is a directed, possibly cyclic graph which allows for multiple arcs

between vertices, if the arcs have di�erent labels.

The web graph building function Build[[ ]] creates a graph from a web sentence. To de�ne

Build[[ ]], we show its actions on the vertex, edge, and label views of a graph V [G], E[G], and

L[G].

Build[[(p s d)^ �]] :

V [G] = V [G0] [ fs; dg

E[G] = E[G0] [ f(p; s; d)g

L[G] = L[G0] [ fpg

where G0 = Build[[�]].

The empty sequence �; builds an empty graph Build[[�;]] = (;; ;; ;).

Proposition Build[[ ]] is invariant under permutation of conjuncts in a sentence.
Proof:

Because a graph is a collection of three sets, it does not matter what order the elements are

put into the sets.

Theorem Graph querying is invariant under permutation of conjuncts in a sentence.
Proof:

Because each query of the data store is independent of previous triad queries, only the variables

which become bound can a�ect the query result. If a sequence � and its permutation �0 build

identical graphs, then parameterizations of them �v and �0v will yield identical results on identical
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bindings. Examination of each step in the query algorithm shows that permutations of steps in

the algorithm do not a�ect the resultant binding.

5 Conclusion

Current database technology has di�culty representing complex relationships in a declarative

form. Graph-theoretic data models can represent the complex structure of a domain in a exible

and accurate manner. This allows for e�ective querying on the relationships in domains which

have a complex structure.

Graphs are formalized as a graph logic and implemented as a persistent graph logic program-

ming language. This approach allows for more natural representation of domains consisting of

graph-based data, such as geographic information systems, computer aided design applications

and scienti�c databases for molecular biology. We have developed a new algorithm called graph

querying which retrieves all graphs from a data store which match a partial speci�cation as ex-

pressed in graph logic. The graph query algorithm is used to retrieve graphs from the database

both as an interface to applications and for ad hoc queries. The advantage of this approach is that

the same graph-theoretic formalism is used for de�ning and retrieving graphs which increases the

query capability of the database.

Testing of this approach in a research setting has been very promising on examples from

natural language processing, problem solving, and molecular biology. In addition, we are currently

developing a database system at the Baylor College of Medicine which uses these results as the

foundation of a large, integrated genome mapping database which is being designed to meet the

needs of a large genome center in a major medical center. Analysis of these needs over several years

has suggested that a graph-based approach to representing genome map information is superior to

other, current database technologies. These initial positive results suggest that the possibilities for

graph-theoretic databases will continue to expand and that research in this area will become even

more applicable.
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